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fRITZ ENG}NEERrNG LABORATORY
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY

BHHLEHEM, PENNSYlVANIA

THE STRUCTURAL SIGNIFICAlJCE OF STRESS

by Bruce Johnston

Associate Member of the American Society of Civil Engineers.
Assistant Professor of (:1viI Engineering and Assistant
Dlrector,ln charge of' research, at the Fritz Engineering
Laboratory, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.

INTRODUCTION

The structural engineer is eont'ronted toda.y 'linth

questions involving revision of working stresse·s, selection

of factors of safety, and modification of familiar methods

of analysisand deslgn~ It is the purpose of this article

to correlate some of.' the factors which are fundamental toa

study of these ques.tions.

Primary attention will be given to the behavior of

structural steel members loaded statically. The interrela

tion between the following SUbjects. will be discussed:

1. Stress analyses and the state of stress.

2. Yielding of materials and yielding of structures.

3. Experimental research and the load..historyof a

structure.

4. Working stresses and the f'actor of safety in design.

A simple case will illustrate the relations under dis

cussion. A steel beam may be designed 1'01" a working stress of

20,000 p.s.•i. on the basis of the usual "beam formulau
I i.e.,

stress equals moment divided by section modulus. The "factor

of s'a..fety" in this case might be thought to be equal to the

yield-point stress of the material divided by the working
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stress of 20,000 p.s.i. In the case of structural steel

with a yield point of 33,000 p.s.i. the computed factor of

safety would thus be 1.65. A mare exact analysis of local

stresses under bearing blocks or in the fillets might show

': these stresses to be above theoyield point of' the material.

Naturally this does not mean that there is no factor of

saf'ety. Actually, if' the beam in question is put in a test

ing machine and loaded it 1'1111 not yield as a structural

unit until the computed stress by the beam formula is well

above the yield-point stress of 33,000 p.s.i. The real tae-
of s4fetj

torA.def'ined as the load ratio between the "general yielding"

and the design load, will be nearer 2 than 1.65.

STRESS ANALYSES AND TB.E STATE OF STRESS.
In studying the fundamental relations between the

state of' stress and the physical properties of a ductile

material it is essential to consider the three-dimensional

character of stress.

Imagine a very small cube eut.from the interior of

any member under load as shown in Fig. la. The cube is im

agined to be microscopic in size so that the resultant stress

may be considered as uniform over each plane face. In gener

al there may baa dif'ferent .resultant stress on:eachot: these

three taces* with equal and oppositely directed stresses on

the three faces hidden from view. Each of' these three stress-

as may be resolved into three components parallel with the x~
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y., z, axes., The determination of these nine components of

stress at every point in a structural member in accordance
• (, 'r ',.

with the conditions ~:fstatic equilibrium, the equations of

continuity or compatability, and the boundary conditions

canst.i tute a stre.ss analysis for a mathematically id&alized

material. Solutions of typical problems may be found in

.standard treati~es on the theory of elasticity. It is also

possible to determine by photoelasticity the stress distri

bution in a Bakelite model which ia made to simulate the

actual structure. Photoelasticstud1es have usually been

t~o-d1.mensional but the extension to the three-dimenailtonal

problem recently ~s been made posSiblel • Stresses on the

surface of actual structures may be explored by means of

strain-rosettes. The stresses in th$ interior ot: dams have

been determined by casting electric telemeters Or electric

strain gages into the concrete. A variety of analogies are

available for "",xperlmentally determining stresses :for e,er ....

taln sp~cla.l problems.

It will be assumed here that by one of the foregoing

methods a stress analysis has been obtained. What Is the

significance ot' the stress analysis to the engineer? To

answer this question it is necessary to begin by relating

the state of stress to the in!tial elastic .failure of the

material.

1. THE FUNDAMFINTALS OF THREE "';DI·MENSI ONAL PHOTOELASTI CITY
M. Hetenyi~ A.3oM.E. Journa.l of Applied Mebhanlcs
Vol. 5, No.4, p. A-149.
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As 'a preliminary to the study of the yielding of

materials it is convenient to simplify the three-dimen-

sional state of stress illustrated in Fig. la. It is

always possible to determine a new orientation of the di

rection ot th~ axes of the cube such that the ahearlng

components will Vanish, leaving only the normal stresses

0; , <T', , and 03 as shown in lillg. lb. One of these priu""

clpal stresses will be a maximumstre,ssand another will

be a minimum.

Now consider an octahedron. constructed. by connecting

the centers of each face ofa cube which is oriented in the

principal directions as shown in Fig. 2. It may be shown2

that no matter what stat$ of stress exists at a partiCUlar

location" the normal stress$s on each face of' the octahedron

are identical and &qual to:

cJ'"l'I.. = 0: +lJ~,+a;
3

Llkewise_ the magnitudes of the shear stress on

each octahedral face are identical and equal to:

T" ==- 3~ (6,-tJ,.r- +(o;.~o;)2. + (0; -cr;)~

Any state of stress thus reduces to a very simple

concept which has part1culara1gnlfleanee when the in1tial

plastic yielding ot a ductile material under any state of

stress i's to bedetermlned.

2. THE:ORIES OF STREMG'l'H by A. Nadal. A.S.M.E. Journal of
Applied Meehani·cs·, Vo1..1. Ns.3. July 1933, pp.111-129
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THE RELATION BETWEEN STATE OF STRESS

AND THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND FAILURE OF MATERIALS

Concepts regarding all of the physical properties of

So material are usually based on the behavior ot the material

under one-d1reetiona1 loading in a tension or compression

test~ In the actual structure the stress Is usually not

ene-direetional and the physical p~opertles of the material.

as usually conc~dved may no longer hold.

The failure of the material will now be consid.ered,

and two types of failure will be distinguished. In a Slmple

tension test if the material elongateseonslderably after in

ltial yielding bet'ore it f'inally fractures it is said to be a

ductile material. The initial plastic yielding will be termed

elastic failure. A material whieh breaks suddenly in a simple

tension test with little or no elongation 'or redu.ction in area.

is termed til brittle material. Nadai3 and others have shown,

however, that ductility and brittleness as exhibited by the

type of' fracture and the ability to withstand permanent elon

gation without fracture depend not only on the nature of the

material but on the state ot stress§& well.

The theory ofelastle failure which to date gives the

best evaluation of in1tial plastic yielding in a ductile ma.ter'"

lal under a state of combined stress is usually called the Von

Mises-Hencky theory. It is also called the shear-strain energy

3. PLASTICITY by A. Nadai, Engineering Societies Monographs
p.55
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theory of .failure but may be deflned!Vithout ret'erenee to

strain energy as follew52: "Plastic yielding in a. ductile

material will result when the octahedral shear stress

reaches a certain lim1tlngvalue. 1J Let this limit of oc

tahedral shear stress be denoted by h~. In a tension

test with tensile stress a; acting in one .direction only

the octahedral shearing stress T"lI\.= 0.47 a;. If'dY.p.=

33,000 p.s.i. one may therefore state that elasti~ failure

or plastic yielding in mild structural steel will oceur when

the oetahedralshear stress'r"j=f 0.47 :It. 33,000 = 15,500 p.s.

i. It should be kept in mind that the oe~a.hedral shear stress

is usually not the maximum shear stress.

Fig. 3 shows the stress-strain relations and initial

yielding of structural steel as evaluated by this theory for

three stre~s combinations in addition to simple tension. For

the state of uniform all-around tenslen the load at initial

plastic yielding is theoretically in1'lnite. It is experi

menta.lly impractical to produce a uni.form a.lf\.around tension,
but the conclusion 1s not inconsistent with the theory because

in such a state of stress we mayexpeet no plastic yielding

since no shearing stress is present. The "ductile" material

would exhibit under a state of all-around tension the eharac-

teristlcs of a. brittle material. Brittle failures of this

type may sometimes be caused by zones of three-dlrectional

tension set up as internal stresses due to cooling.
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The yielding of material under a sta.te of uniform

cambined stress has been discussed. What is the rel-ation

between the yielding of the material and the general yield

ingof the structural member? A tension member of uniform

cross section such as an eyabar or a hollow tube in torsion

are two of the rate instances in whieh a state of uniform

stresscritically affects an entire structural member. In.

such cases one may expect the member to yield and fail at

loadsc.orresponding to the yield-point stress and ultimate

strength of the materia.l. In other structures or structural

mrl.ts, such as be~, columns, rigid frames, or f'loor slabs

it is well known that general yielding of the structure does

not coincide with the load at which the material at some

particular point passes the yield point.

THE LOAD-HI STORY OF THE STRUCTURE

The load-history of' a material or of a structure is

the complete record of its behavior from initial load to

final failure. The load-h1story of the material is usually

recorded by the stress·strain graph of a standard tension

test together with data regarding elongation, reduction in

area, etc. The load-history of the structure as a whole may
i

be studied by plotting the load against a defleetion or de'"

formation which is associated with the overa1l behavior of

the structure as shown in Fig. 4. Ina rew special instances

such as the bending of a beam or twisting of a circular rod
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the load-history of the structure may be calculated analy

tically from that of the material by the theory of plasti

c1tiS. Usually the structure is studied experimentally in

the testing machine of the laboratory or under dead-weight

loading in the field. On this sUbject Hardy C;oss states4:

I'The interpretation of stress analysis makes absolutely

necessary a clear idea of the action of the structural part

up to the stage at which rupture is conceivable."

The experimentally determined load histories of a

standard tension test and the large scale test of a struc

tural unit have qualitative similarities. The following

19ubdivi a1 ons may ,be made for each cas,e:

1. Initial readjustments of grip,s or bearings

at low load.

2. The elastic range, wherein load is propor

tional to deformation.

3. The proportional limt •

4. The yielding of bar or structure.

5. Maximum ultimate load.

6. Final fracture or complete failure.

A typical lOs'd-deformation curve such as shown in

Fig .. 4 gives a graphical record of these stages in the load....

history of the structure.

~. LIMITATIONS AND APPLICATIONS OF STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
Hardy Cross.; Part II, -Engineering News ...Record,
October 2." 1935, Vol. 115, No. 17, p. 571.
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In the elastic range the stress distribution on the

surface of. the structure ma.y be determined experimentally

bystrain--rasette readingsD, 6 • The proportianal lindtmay

be determlnedapprQxlmately as the point at which the load-

deformation graph deViates from a straight line. Between

the proportionalllm1t and the general yielding of a steel

structure local Yielding may be noted by the flaking oft of

mill scale.a.long well defined lines Which indicate the inter

section between planes of maximum shear and the surface of

the structure.

The general yielding oftha structure is particularly

lmportant as it is the reference point of a real 1"8.oto1'o£

safety. It usually represents a limit beyond which the strue

ture w1ll no longer usefully serve its ozolgina.1 purpose.

Methods ror determining this "useful limit" correspond in

some eases to those used in determining the yield point of a.

materlal in a simple tension test. Four methods w1ll be out-
-

lined here. the useful lim!t of the structure in each case

being' the load at whieh:

5. William R,. Osgood, DETERMINATION OF PRINCIPAL STRESSES
FROM STRAINS ON FOUR INTERSECTING GAGE LINES 45° APART
Bureau or Standards Journal or Research (R.P. No.SSl)
Vol. 15, December 1935

6. R. D.. Mindlin., TEE EQUIANGULAR STRAIN-ROSETTE
Civil Engineering, Vol. 8, No.8; August 1.939, p.546
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1. A limiting amount or permanent derormation has

taken place.

2. The slope ot the load~eformation curve is smaller

than the slope of the original tangent by an arbitrarily

determined ratio.

S. The point at which the load-derormation curve has

the highest rate of change of curvature. This may be de

termined a.pproximately by the construction shown in Fig.4.

4. A. point whl eh depends not only on the initial be

havior but on the ultimate strength as well and which is

obtained by the other construction shown in Fig. 4.

Allor these methods have advantages and disadva.n'"

tages. Method I Is the simplest and gives a well defined

value but depends on specifying an arbitrary allowable de

formation. Method 2 depends on specifying an arbitrary

slope and also has the disadvantage of not giving a well

defined point if the material or stracture yields slowly.

Method 2 is quite satisfactory if there is a sharp break in

the curve. Method:5 is ideal in obtaining very nearly the

sharpest break in the curve and is especially adapted to

types of .failure in which there is a secondary region above

the yield point Where the cieformation Is nearly proportional

to the strain. The last method, No.4, has the advantage of

giving same weight to the ultimate strength of the material
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or structure. Methods 3 and 4 have recently been tried out

on a research project at the Fritz Laborat.oI'Y'7 and have the

advantage that they do not depend on any arb! tn'arys.lopes

or deformations. Method 4 1s the most definite and least

arbitrary of all but may define a. limit of structural use

fulness somewhat above the actual yield point in cases where

the ultimate strength is high. In any actual research pro

gram satisfactory results should be obtained by the consist

ent use of anyone method whieh 1s judged to be best suited

'to the particular program in question.

FACTORS WHICH INF'LUENCE THE LOAD-HISTORY OF A STRUCTURE

The load-history and useful limit of a structure in

a statie load test wi1l be affected by one or more of the

following factors:

1. The physical properties of the material used.

2. The state or stress in various parts of: the

structure.

3~ The degree to which maximum stresses are localized

and the structural importance of this location.

4. The stability cf the structure and its component

parts.

The following specif:1e illustrations will demon ....

strate the influence of: these factors.

...-.' '-- .. ..... .... .. ... .. ... --, - '.. ,- .. .. --- ... .-. --- ,,.. '.. .. --. ~

7. HIGH YIELD-POINT STEELS AS TENSION REINFORCEMENT IN
BEAMS, Bruce Johnston and Kenneth Cox (unpib.blished
February 19S9).
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Stress Concentrations .... It 1s .,.well known that stress

concentrations due t(i)sharp reentry- corners or holes in

structural m.embers cause higb.loealtzed stresses • Fig. 5

shows theresultaot: tension teats3 on polished steels;I>eei ....

mens- all having the same netsectien. The apparent yield

peint has been raised in the greoved bars because localcon~

$trletionis prevented by the ,shape and by surrounding low

''Stressed areas. The nominal ultimate strength is also ra.1.sed.

because necking down is preve.nted sinee planes o:f sllp cam>.ot

develop freely. The notehedbar'l, however, would undergo

mu.chless detormation 'before fraetureoeeurred and the frac

ture'would beeharacterlst1e of a 'brittle, rather th8.n a. duc

tile materlal. These 'bars would be particularly poor in re

sis.tlng impact loads or repeatedstr·es·s.

Stress concentrations have a similar effect in bend

ing. A steel oar having two cireular g1:'00Ve8 and. dimensions

as shown in Flg.6 !8.S loaded as a cantilever beam. The load....

deformation diagram deviated almost imperceptibly from a $traigb.t

line when the stress eoncentratlonsin the groove as determined

photoela.sticallyS reach-ed t~e yiel.d point of the mat$rla1. But

the beam did not yield as a. structure until a load 53 per cent

above that caleulated with the stress concentration effect in

c.luded or 28 per eentabove theloa.d ealcu.lated by ordinary

Mo M. Procht, FACTORS OF STRESSCONGENTRATI Oll
PHOTOEtASTIGALLY DETERMINED

A.8.M.E. Journal of Applied Meehanicst Vol~ 2, No.2,
June 1935, p.A--67
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beam theory neglecting stress concentrations entirely. This

higher strength is partly due to the lew stressed areas on

either side of' the notch and partly due to the inherent re

serve strength of a beam in bending which will be discussed

as the next topic.

Ef'fect of' Oross-Sectional Shape and Distribution
i

of' Load - The general yield or "useful limit" of an

elastically stable beam always occurs ata load higher than

the computed load at which the materia.l in the extreme ribera

passes the yield""Point stress of the material9 • For beams of

equal section modulus loaded at the center with a single con

centrated load the increase in useful limit is nearly one

hundred per cent for a circular beam, over fifty per cent for

a rectangular beam, and Is between fifteen and forty per cent

for X-beam sections of various proportion. Plastic yielding

for beams loaded at the center commences at a very localized

region at the top and bottom of the center of the beam. In

the solid beams there is a large reserve of material but in

the I -beam section most of the effect!va material in the cross

section is immediately stressed above the yield point.

Beams loaded at the third-points or uniformly have

slightly lower useful lim!ts than corresponding beams with

center loading. In the third-point loading all the extreme

9. MODERN STRESS THEORIES. Discussion by E • lt1irabelll of
a paper by A.. V. Karpov. Transactions of the Am.
Soc. C. E., Vol. 102, Fig. 48, p. 1401, 193'
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fibers between the·two load-points pass·the'yie1d point at

the same moment, thereby af.fectingat equal stress a great

er percentage of the material .than in the case of center

loading.

The shape factor may be illustrated in torsIon by

compa.ring the moment-twist curves of a solid and hollow bar

having the same polar moment of inertia.. In the hollow

round bar all of the material is in a nearly uniform state

of stress· and in!tial yielding of material results at once

in the general yielding of' the structure. In the solid bar

there is a reserve elastic region after the outer fiber.s

have exceeded their yield stress locally and asa result .o.i'.

the general yield strength is raised.

The In£luenee of both the shape and load faetors may

be stated in another more general wa:y, i.e." the useful

li~t or general yield point and the shape of the load~""

formation ..curve after yielding depend on the relative per'"

centage of material in which the yield point is exceeded

and the rate at which this percentage changes. The' most ef

fective shapes in the elastic region are, the most ineffective

after the maximum stress passes the yield point. This is the

natural result of' putting as much material as possible in the

regions of highest stress.
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Other Faetora ... If the structure is statically inde

terminate other factors affect the load-hlstory of the struc

ture. The complete yielding of' one part of an indeterminate

structure ma.y still leave a stable structure. As an example

one may consider a frame conststing of two columns and a

horizontal beam attached to the columns by angle connections.

After the eonneetionsstarted to yield the load deformation

curve would continue on a new slope but the structure would

still be quite safe as it would be in a state of transition

.from a. continuous frame over into a statically determinate

system consisting of' two columns and a simply supported beam

between.

One example in the field of' bUBkling will illustrate

another possibility. If plate girders with vertical stiffen

ers were made with webs thinner than are allowed now one

could design a web which would buckle at extremely low loads.

Although the web would qUickly become useless in compression

it would still be able to carry tensile forces from the top

of one vertical sti.f'fener to the bottom of the next. The in

termediate stiffeners would serve as compression struts and

the girder would &s a result behave as a truss instead of a

beam. Aeronautical engineers consider this fact in designing

wing girders.
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WORKING STRESSES AND DESIGN
i .

Examples have been given to illustrate some of' the

many factors which affect the strength. of'a structure. \f.hat

is really desired is a safe structure and every type of struc

ture behaves to a certain extent by lawade:termined by ita own

peculiar charaeteristics. To repeat -the real factor of safety

in ~ystructure is not the ratio between calculated working

stress and yield....point stress but rather the load ratio between

working design load and load at the limit of struetural useful

ness. In connection with present design methods the important

problem in every case 1s to specify the correct allowable work

ingstresses to g1 va a. safe l.oad ratio. In some cases it may

be necessary to also specify the manner or degree of precision

with Which the stresses are to be computed. This may be im

portant because the calculated stresses. may be an approximation

which depend for their exaetness entirely on the method of eom

putation used.

In unasual.design problems requiring special stress

analyses by methods of ela.stlcity or photoelastieityeonsider

ationmust be given not only to the magnitUde 0'£ themaximu.m

stresses but to their 16cabion$l' state 0'£ combination" and

probable e'£rect on the behavior ot the structure as a whole.

No de.flniteworking stresses can be specl.fied ins'tlch eases.

The principal problem of the structural desi'gner is

that of proportioning a structure which ..ill be both economical



and safej and which will give satisfactory service in

these respects throughout it$ useful life. New types of

structures such as concrete shell domes, steel rigid .frames,

and welded structures of all kinds. are coming into U$6). These

require experimental and theoretical research in orde;rto

eval;uate the allowable loads and allowable computed stresses.

The factors which have been discussed as well as other prae"

tical questions silchas expected corrosion" rep.etitionof

stress, expected tife of structure,ahd hazard to human life

- all have a bearing on the selection of the proper allowable

unit stress to determine a load factor 'Which w1~1 result in a

sat'e and enduring 8tructure~
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